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Abstract

Chiral and supersymmetrio theories are considered which cannot be formulated directly in Euclidean space or regularized by
means of massive fields in a manifestly gauge invariant fashion.
In case of so called real representations a simple recipe ie proposed which allows for unambiguous evaluation of the ferraionic
determinant circumventing the difficulties mentioned. As application of the general technique we calculate the effeotive fermionic

interactions induced by instantons of small size within

simplest chiral and supesymmetric

theories ( SU(2) as the gauge

group and one doublet of Weyl spinors or a triplet of Majorana
spinors, respectively). In the latter case the effective Lagrangian violates explicitly invariance under supersymmetric transformations on the fermionic and vector fields defined in standard
way.
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As is known, theories of interacting two-component (Weyl)
spinors run into serious difficulties. Consider the simplest ease:
SU(2) as gauge group and a doublet of right-handed fermions
interacting with the gauge bosons. The Lagrangian is

where G*,,

(a» 1,2,3) is field atrength tensor constructed from

fields A* , <f If (к, Л - 1,2) are Weyl epinors, к and e( being
the colour and T,orentz indices ,respectively; 6 L
rices

(бу»

я

are 2x2 a«t-

(1,5)) and the covarlant derivative D^

is defi-

ned as jby* ~ «J^'f^jJ *«?a colour doublet Tft Although nothing is seemingly wrong with Lagrangian (1) in
Minkowski space (see , however, for a discussion below) no Lagrangian containing spinor field <f alone is feasible
dean space. Indeed, (P transforms according to

in Eucli-

(0,1/2) represen-

tation of the Lorentz group while its Hermitian conjugate ,

<f

transforms as (1/2,0). On the other hand, in Euclidean space complex conjugation does not change the representation Tor the fiel-'
and left-handed fields are to be added as independent. In other
words, in Euclidean space it turns impossible

to define the invo-

lution operation and integration over Fernd fields in standard
w a y ^ 1 . As a manifestation of all thia, the operator <5uf £>/<
( <Op *

(i,<3 )) arising from continuation of <5y*Sbf,

into Eucli-;

dean space is not Hermitian. She problem has been realized by many authors and nowadays is exposed, say, in a modern textbook *~2K
The overall conclusion sometimes is that there exists no theory
of a single Weyl doublet.
The necessity to consider Euclidean space and all the problems involved becomes apparent ones one turns to evaluate nonper-
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turbative

effects induced,say, by instantons. Within perturba-

tion theory

the problems do not look so imminent. However, they

are echoed by the difficulties of constructing

a manifestly gau-

ge invariant regularization procedure. Indeed, introduction of
independent left-handed fields (along with the right-handed ones
originally present) is called for now by regulator fields which
are massive. Moreover, mass term

for these regulators

violates

gauge invariance. Note also that regularization of chiral theories on a lattice is thoroughly discussed in a recent paper ^
with the conclusion that

%

chiral theories cannot be put on a lat-

tice.
In this paper we would like to propose and exploit a simple
to perform integration over Fermi fields which is free

recipe

of the difficulties described above. The scope of applicability
of the procedure is not wide .however, and is limited to the cases

when fermions

colour group (for

belong to so called real representations of
the definition see eq.(lO)). Still it covers

some interesting cases. Hote that for

real representations there

are no triangle anomalies «•*•*.
Concentrate first on the example (1). The functional generating fermionic Gren's functions in this theory takes the form

where

Here

Ф(Я, ?, Ч*) - J&lfSb\f+>

я

riables.

i e an external source and

<f,f

are Grasemann va-
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Perform now a linear change of variables :

and the corressponding change for <f* . *n the spinor space the
substitution implies that a left-handed particle is called now
a right-handed antiparticle. Under substitution (3) the kinetic
term goes into

where бp/ = <-*,£ )»GL*«
-( 6-G*
€L)T
When deriving eq.(4) we
p
*• г
*
have accounted for the anticommuting nature of Jf and added a
total derivative. The interaction term is rewritten as

Here we have used the fact that the SU(2) doublet is a self conjugated representation, i.e. generator mat*&x acting on the representation and on its conjugate are the same. Finally, the integral (2) is rewritten as

Neither (2) nor (6) allow for a Euclidean space formulation.
How, the trick is to represent Ф

as a root square of the pro-

duct of (2) and (6). Then continuation into Euclidean space poses
no problems. Indeed,

*1*f-

4
and this

equation can be readily rewritten in terms of four+

i Y - ( f\ Ф )^ У *r ( f )

-component spinors Y, ¥

(8)
where we assume the spinor representation for the К matrices
9

( Iff
f

a n d tlie

( оо t)
t) ^

*our-component source i.

is expressed

in terms of 17t h** introduced originally:

I - /

' "< I

/ [1

(9)

So far we performed identical transformations. How we fix
(8) to be the definition

of

1?

. Such definition leaves un-

specified the sign of SP but this is not a setback*. The advantages
both

of using definition (8) need not be explained in length:

Euclidean space formulation

regularization

and explicitly gauge invariant

by Pauli-Villara fields are no longer hampered

by the Weyl nature

of the spinors.

We hope that the numerous definitions and redefinitions
have not veiled the simplicity of the recipe proposed. Essential-

,-r,

ly the situation is the same as with evaluation of the Integral
of*
by sq~uaring it and introducing polar coordinates.
Vote also

that squaring of the partition function of the Ising

model has been previously used

to rewrite it as a functional in-

* For topologically trivial sector of fy the sign of Ф is
fixed by the conventions of perturbation theory, lerturbation
theory does not fix the sign for topologically nontrivial flj*
but the corresponding amplitudes do not interfere with the perturbatlve ones,and the sign is arbitrary.
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tegral over

Fermi fields ( see Ref.^' ) .

We will use eq.(8) for explicit calculations. But let us discuss first how general the result is. First, any fermion representation can be

written in terms of right-handed Weyl spinors. Then

the fields form some .generally speaking reducible, multii\ot of
colour group. To apply the machinery developed we need to have the
complex

conjugated multiplet transforming as the same representa-

tion of the colour group. In more detail, let the generator matrices acting on the fields
gated multiplet

V

be I a , Then for

the generators

a T

are (-T )

the complex conju-

. Existence of an

equivalence transformation provided by a unitary matrix U :

suffices for our purposes.
The meaning of condition (10) is that the theory is actually
vectorlike. That is why eq.(8) which avoids any reference to an
axial-vector type interaction stays valid. Intuitively one would
expect
angle

that the meaning of the condition of cancellation of trianomalies is the same. In the case considered

this turns

to be true and eq.(10) guarantees both cancellation of the anomalies t*i and validity of eq.(8). However, this
true that any anomaly-free

is not generally

theory can be put to the form (8).

In particular, within the standard

electroweek theory

the anoma-

lieis cancel on the sum of a quintet and of a decuplet of SU(5)
(or .what is the same, on the fundamental spinor representation
of S0(10)). But neither SU(5) nor

S0(10) is vectorlike and we

fail to evaluate the fermionic integral in this imporatant case
along the lines

outlined above. We believe that this failure

might indicate that something is profoundly wrong with this type

б
of theories (outside the scope of perturbation theory) *.
The above consideration applies to supersynnuetrie theories
as well. Usually these are formulated in terms of Majorana epinors but since the latter can be rewritten in terms of Weyl
spinors, the problems are just the same.
In particular, SU(2) supersymmetric gluodynamics with triplets of vector and Majorana fields cannot be realized in straightforward way in Euclidean space *$*. However this theory is apparently vectorlilce and, therefore, we can apply eq.(8) to evaluate any amplitude in this theory.
After these general remarks turn to some specific examples.
First, let us calculate one-instanton contribution within the
theory described by Lagrangian (1). The example is interesting
since

one-instanton transition is to be accompanied by produc-

tion of a single fermion so thst the fermion number does not conserve t''9i .
Having established eq.(8) we can proceed further exactly in
J
the same way as *t Hooft did uГа7
in case of Dirac spinors. The
result is

*г /a

a

.

„

+\

n

df if) jcfx j(*) «о") I <*
K

She right-left symmetry of weak interactions could restore
at some higher mass scale if there exist right-handed fermions
interacting with the same intermediate bosons. We note in passing
that these fermions cannot be too heavy.The typilcal mass scale
is about 100 GeV. Otherwise the observed fine tuning of the Wand 2« -boson masses ( P & 1 ) would be destroyed
by
higher order effects.
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where dj is the factor in the instanton density associated
with non-zero fermionic modes, P is the instanton size and u
J
о
is the 45ero mode in the field of a given instanton» the external
source i(x) is defined in eq.(9). Explicitly,
(

*

f

^0

/

'[T°'*

(12)

where M is the mass of Bauli-Villars regulator field and the dependence of <ir(f)on p

ie related to the fermion contribution

to renormalization of the coupling constant g.
Substituting eq.(9) into eq.(ll) we get the answer in terms
of the two-conponent sources

#

#

:
(13)

Eq.(13) describes production of a single fermion as is expected
according to the selection rule based on the triangle anomaly
(in the external current counting the number of fermions ,
'*/*" f 4 * p - N o * e t n a t еЧ-СЗ-З) gives the ans.ver explicitly in
terms of two-component quantities and still there is no uncertainty involved.
Por an instanton of a small size the result can be represented in a form of effective Lagrangian:

fa *

ctc(jf*) is the ordinary instanton density for SU(2) gauge
group, d*n is the volume element of the SU(2) group and the matrix E i ] c specifies the instanton group orientation. Antiinstantons provide the Hermitian conjugate of Lagrangian (14). It goea
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without saying

that averaging over

instanton orientation would

nullify the effective Lagrangian (14).
It is not for the first time that evaluation of the effect
of instantons

in theory (1) has been attempted

and a few re-

marks on literature are now in order. In Ref. L •• some extention
of the rules of integration over Fermi fields

has been proposed

to cover the case when right and left diagonal bases do not coincide with each other (because of non Kermicity of Lagrangian (1)
in Euclidean space). The recipe does not fix the phase, however.
This p

nt, among other things , was emphasized in Ref.» •• which

starts the calculation from the basis of perturbation theory. The
effect of rotation of the right and left diagonal bases with respect to the perturbative one is then traced and is argued to produce some extra factor. We believe this extra factor to be unity

fldl
so that our answer is close to ..^at of Ref.

'(the reason for

vanishing of the rotation effect is oust vectorlike nature of
theory (1) which is explained in length above). Moreover, there
is no ambiguity in phase. In particular, once 0- terra is introduced into Lagrangian (1) the extra factor exp (i9) enters the
effective Lagrangian .
Evaluation of the instanton induced effects in supersymmetric theories is of more immediate interest ( in connection with
the problem of spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry instantons
were discussed recently in Ref. P-1^). As was mentioned above explicit

evaluation is possible here and we proceed to this now.

In terms of Majorana spinors
the Lagrangian is

A^

(as l,2,3,e(= 1,2,3,4)

and the generator matrices T a entering the covariant derivative
are understood to be

in triplet representation, (T a ),

The Lagrangiaa reduces to form (1) upon
spinore in terms

=-L£

expressing the Majorana

of Weyl spinors, <f*~ (f-flsJASind substituting

3Ea in triplet representation. Therefore, the result for the fermion determinant

can be read off eq.(8) with the following trivial

changes. First» eq.(3) looks now as

and the external source

in a four -component form

To proceed with explicit computation

reduces to

we need knowledge of the

zero modes. There are four fermionic zero modes and these can be
readily constructed. Let us represent the result in the form
where

(fi...

(
is a two-component spinor, (i) is the mode number and
4
(17)

L+ef-t ^)and
example,

у

s V

У^ г ^ "^ 4

are some constant spinorsjfor

• ( Q ) t^»lCe (^J811^ matrices 6" a act on these

spinore TTtT"'"g in this way the space and colour indices. It is
worth noting that the group theoretical meaning of the zero modes
has been elucidated in Ref.L .
In terms of the zero modes

ft

$

is given by
(18)
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where M is the regulator mass, as before; ^aonz9TO
all

account* for

nonzero modes in d(j>) while the factorf^y») is due to the

four fennionic zero modes. Such a distinction
tions

between contribu-

of the zero and nonzero modes acquires its full signifi-

cance in supersymmetric models since the effect of all nonzero
modes

is cancelled out once both fermionic and bosonoc degrees

of freedom are accounted for. The coupling constant renormaliz*tion

is also entirely now due to the zero modes (4 fennionic

and 8 bosonic modes) :

22-. it- wf••-«;«.*/•
(For a discussion of the role of zero and nonzero modes in the
standard calculations of dfPJBQe R e f P *').
Thus the instanton contribution into the partition function
takes the form

§ ? ) V ^ ) ^ ( V ^ СИ)
The result can be put again into form of effective fermion interaction induced by an instanton of small size:

(20)
Antiinstantons are responsible for the Hermitian conjugate.
Averaging over the instanton group orientation we get

(21)
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Adding up the Hermitian conjugate ( due to anti instantons) and
going back to Msjorana notations we get

(22)

Eq.(22) is our final result for the instanton induced interaction and as far as applications are concerned it is the central
point of present paper.
A few remarks concerning eq.(22) are now in order. Effective bagrangian (22) keeps only lowest power of the fields. This
is the reason why

it contains ordinary, not covariant, deriva-

tives and , superficially, is not gauge invariant. Since the
whole procedure is gauge invariant at each step we are guaranteed
that

in next order

in expansion in the fields

(this time, in

the bosonic fields) the ordinary derivatives will be build up to
the covariant ones. However, extra terms constructed from

G*v

would also arise and we are not interested in them here.
In the approximation considered the effective bagrangian
contains fermionic but no bosonic fields. The reason for this
asymmetry is obvious : only fermionic zero modes make the determinant vanish. But the same trivial remark implies that bagrangian (22) cannot be invariant

under supersymmetry transformations

which substitute bosonic fields for the fermionic ones. The only
way , therefore, for (22) to be compatible with supersymmetry is
to reduce to a total derivative. But this is not so and the four-fermion interaction (22) gives nonvanishlng

scattering amplitu-

de. An anology with the famous IT(1) problem imraediately comes to
mind. In that case the effective bagrangian is also noninvariant
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under symmetry ( U(l) ) transformations. In that case noninvariance of the effective Lagrangian does imply explicit (not aponta- •
r.eous ) breaking of the symmetry. We think that the same is true
with supersymmetry. This point deserves

detailed discussion

which , however, goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
1'he authors are grateful to V.A.Hovikov and M.l.Shifaan for
thorough and productive discussions.
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